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Town of Camden 
Minutes of the Select Board Meeting 

July 10, 2018 
 
 

PRESENT:  Chairman Robert Falciani, Alison McKellar, Marc Ratner, Jenna Lookner, Taylor Benzie, 
Town Manager Audra Caler-Bell.  Also present were members of the press and public  
 
ABSENT:  None 
 
 Call to Order 

The Meeting was called to order at 6:30 pm.   Chairman Falciani noted that there would be agenda 
adjustments during the meeting.  Falciani opened the meeting by holding dedications and 
recognition of two Camden residents.   
 

2.  Dedication of Segment of Riverwalk to James “Mac” Thomas: 
Geoff Scott introduced James “Mac” Thomas who was present in the audience and was honored by 
a dedication of a portion of the River Walk in his honor.  Scott spoke about the passion and 
dedication that Thomas has maintained for the Riverwalk project; providing a brief history which 
included pictures of Mac’s volunteer activities since he became an alternate member of the group 
in 2013.  Scott read a statement from Independent House Representative Owen Casas who has also 
hand crafted a bench in honor of Thomas’s selfless dedication to the Riverwalk.  Thomas will be 
consulted on the placement of the bench.  McKellar added that she has become genuinely 
interested in the health of the Megunticook River in part due to the diligent work of the many 
volunteers helping to create and plan a vision of the River Walk and making it a reality.       
 

8.  Renaming of Washington Street Conference Room: 
Chairman Falciani reminded the audience and Select Board members a decision was made at 
Town Meeting to rename the Washington Street Conference Room (WSCR) in honor of John 
French, Jr. Discussion on the WSCR naming for John R. French Jr., was held and it was noted he 
served for 21 consecutive years on the Select Board. Falciani congratulated French in achieving 
such recognition. In addition, there is a portrait of French that will be hung in the room at a 
separate ceremony to be scheduled for a future date. 

 Chairman Falciani entertained a motion to officially rename the WSCR after John R. French 
with exact wording to be determined a later date.  Lookner seconded. Ratner added that 
French be invited back to oversee the hanging of the portrait.  No further discussion.  Motion 
passed 5-0-0. 

 
1.  Public Input on non-agenda items:   
 Nancy Caudle-Johnson provided a recap of some topics discussed during the final Public Hearing 

held recently regarding a new set of plans for the Route 1 North project with Maine Department of 
Transportation (MDOT).   Caudle-Johnson spoke negatively about the efforts made by the MDOT 
representatives to allow ideas and questions to be heard during the meeting.  Caudle-Johnson 
suggested that the Camden Comprehensive Plan was not being considered and she requested that 
the Select Board be responsible, as elected and appointed officials, recommending that they 
contact the State Planning Office to get clarification on why the Comprehensive Plan does not need 
to be consulted by the MDOT regarding this project.   
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McKellar explained several interested groups attended the meeting in which there were several 
different   discussions that were held.   McKellar stated that there is a live screen recording that 
can be viewed on line and offered interested residents may contact her by email to request access 
via a link she will provide for viewing.   
Jenny Simon spoke to the Select Board and thanked them for attending the Public Hearing. Simon 
asked if the upcoming Select Board workshop would address the Route 1 project.  Falciani noted 
that the public may attend the workshop meeting.  Simon ended by reading a quote by Brad Foley 
of the MDOT from the Camden Herald Newspaper that referenced no harm to the tree canopy in 
Camden.   
 

 4.  Request to approve the following Victualer’s License renewals: 
a. Mark Senders d/b/a Bagel Café at 25 Mechanic Street 
Chairman Falciani confirmed with Caler-Bell that all documents were complete in the request 
package; Caler-Bell confirmed the package was complete.  
Chairman Falciani entertained a motion.  Marc Ratner motioned to approve the Victualer 
License for Mark Senders d/b/a Bagel Café.  Lookner seconded.  No discussion.  Motion passed 
5-0-0. 

 
b. Matt Haskell, d/b/a Hoxbill at 5 Bay View Landing: 
Chairman Falciani confirmed with Caler-Bell that all documents were complete in the application 
for Hoxbill; Caler-Bell confirmed the package was complete.   Falciani allowed public comment on 
the license as a report of pervasive smoke from the Hoxbill Restaurant   had been presented to 
the Town Manager and the Select Board.  Howard Gallagher who owns the Camden Falls Art 
Gallery located on the Public Landing discussed the smoke matter and his recent work with Jerry 
Martin, Planning and Development Director, who has been assisting with the matter.  Gallagher 
presented that a strong smell of smoke from Hoxbill, is causing concern with the operation of his 
business and noted that he has also suffered some health concerns as well.  Gallagher stated the 
way the smoke drafts in the business area is affecting neighboring businesses.  A discussion on 
the use of wood fired stoves and ovens in the Bay View Street and Bay View Landing area was 
held.  Matt Haskell, Owner of the Hoxbill Restaurant and Tyler Smith, Manager of the property 
were present to discuss recent plans to change the smoke pattern by extending the chimney 
height.  Lookner added that this was a topic at a Connect for Coffee meeting held earlier in the 
year.  Ratner asked if the higher chimney would be done in a timely manner.  Smith felt it would 
be several weeks as the State Fire Department needs to approve the plans. Smith noted that the 
chimney was not a guaranteed fix, but consultants from the DEP agreed dry wood was a good 
source for this oven and Bart Chandler of Captive Air who will install the chimney redesign with 
the intention of raising the exhaust so smoke will intermingle up higher and make the situation 
better.  A suggestion that the fire be started earlier in the day to allow the smoke to burn off prior 
to area shops opening was made.  Haskell and Smith, Managers of the Hockbill restaurant and 
property, agreed to start the restaurant fire earlier in the morning in an effort to allow the smoke 
to dissipate better after the initial daily start until the chimney repair can be installed.  Caler-Bell 
added that a conditional license can be allowed verses not renewing the license at this time.   
Ratner confirmed with Haskell and Smith that they would commit to this change   as soon as 
possible to assist the present conditions prior to the chimney install.   
Chairman Falciani entertained a motion.  Taylor Benzie motioned to approve the Victualer 
License for Matt Haskell, d/b/a Hoxbill at 5 Bay View Landing conditionally for 60 days for 
chimney repairs as he is willing to start the fire earlier in the day.  McKellar seconded.  No 
discussion.  Motion passed 5-0-0. 
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3.  Approval of Select Board Minutes: 
 1. June 5, 2018:     
  It was noted that John French was a Selectman for 21 years, not 22 years.   

 Chairman Falciani entertained a motion.  Marc Ratner motioned to approve the board 
minutes of June 5th as amended.  Lookner seconded.  No discussion.  Motion passed 4-0-0.  
(Benzie was not present at meeting) 

 
  2. June 19, 2018:     

Marc Ratner noted that Jeff Scott to be corrected to Geoff in order to be spelled correctly.  The 
heading date also needed to be corrected to June 19th.   
Chairman Falciani entertained a motion.  Marc Ratner motioned to approve the minutes 
as corrected.  Alison McKellar seconded.  No discussion.  Motion passed 4-0-0. (Lookner 
was not present at meeting)  

 
5.  Appointment to the Library Board of Trustees: 

Chairman Falciani entertained a motion.  Marc Ratner motioned to appoint Susan Todd of 
Camden as a Camden Public Library Trustee.  Benzie seconded.  McKellar opened a brief 
discussion on the close relationship the library and the Select Board have and she would like 
to have representatives present for appointments should questions or discussion need to take 
place.   No further discussion.  Motion passed 4-0-0. 
 

6.  Public Hearing regarding the following license applications: 
 
 Chairman Falciani read through the rules for a Public Hearing and opened the Public Hearing. 
 
 Falciani read from the July 10, 2018 agenda the applicants applying for Liquor Licenses.   

a) Michael Salmon & Mary Jo Brink d/b/a Hartstone Inn at 14 Elm Street for a renewal Class I 
 Hotel Liquor License 
b)   Andrew & Shannon Stewart, d/b/a The Drouthy Bear at 50 Elm Street for a Class XI 
 Restaurant/Lounge Liquor License 

 
 Chairperson Falciani asked if there were any public comments for or against the applications. 

Seeing no hands Falciani closed the public comment session and opened the Public Hearing to 
comments from the Board.   

 
There were no comments from the Board members, Falciani closed the Public Hearing and 
entertained a motion.  Marc Ratner motioned to approve the following liquor license 
applications for Hartstone Inn at 14 Elm Street and The Drouthy Bear at 50 Elm Street.   
McKellar seconded.  No Discussion.  Motion passed 5-0-0. 
 

7.  Requests from citizens to close streets for Annual Block Parties: 

a) Upper Central Street on Saturday, July 14th from 5 pm to 9 pm 
b)   Maple Street on Friday, July 27th from 5 pm to 11 pm 
Chairman Falciani asked if there was comment on either of the requested street closures.  There 
were no comments from the public. Lookner inquired if the Maple Street request for use until 11 
pm would conflict with any noise ordinance if music was involved.  General consensus was that 
that time included a period of time for cleaning up.  
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Chairman Falciani entertained a motion.  Alison McKellar motioned to approve both annual 
block parties as proposed.  Lookner seconded. No discussion. Motion passed 5-0-0. 
    

9.   Approval to Temporarily Make Central Street Exit Only on to Route 1: 
Police Chief Gagne was present to discuss the Departments recommendation that Central Street 
temporarily be designated an exit only street for a term of one year; where traffic would be 
allowed to exit the street onto Route 1.  It was noted that residents would be continue traveling 
the street in both directions.   Gagne reviewed data collected at the intersection of Route 1, 
Mountain Street and Central Street since early May regarding speeds and stop sign activity; he 
noted the studies were reviewed in a meeting with Seibel and Caler-Bell and did not highlight any 
one condition that could be substantially corrected as 85% of the automobiles were not speeding.   
Discussion on other ways to slow traffic down was held and included repainting stop lines, 
increased police patrols, on street parking by residents as a calming measure and continued data 
collection on speed will be finalized.  The final recommendation from Gagne was to change the 
direction of traffic limiting access from the Central Street side for a period of one year which 
should improve safety on the street which has no sidewalks.  Benzie confirmed that the 
temporary time was for one year.  Gagne confirmed that timeline and added that Chief Farley of 
the Fire Department had been consulted and had no issues with the change as recommended.  
Siebel was present and spoke about the signage that would be installed to make the change 
happen.  It will be possible for residents to pull out of the street onto Route 1 and take either a left 
or right onto Route 1.     
 
Falciani opened the podium to allow area residents and audience members to make comments.   
 
Jo-Ann Wilson, a resident of Cross Street welcomed the plan but asked that residents be allowed 
to assist with the review of the temporary change.  As a resident of Cross Street she had concerns 
on the possible fallout of traffic pattern changing her street as automobiles circumnavigate the 
change.  Falciani reminded Joanna that the Select Board always welcomes resident input in their 
meeting forum.   
Caler-Bell thanked the neighborhood residents for their assistance with working on a solution to 
their safety concerns.   
McKellar opened a discussion on the safety of on street parking and the difficulty of navigating 
traffic in two directions when that occurs.   
Pete Kalajian asked that when reviewing the change to Central Street that town wide criteria be 
considered.  He stated that close monitoring of traffic pattern changes are needed to watch for 
unanticipated results before the change becomes permanent.   
Brian Robinson added that queuing theory shows there will be issues on Cross St. and 
recommended that if the solution is not to remain temporary that it be brought before the 
residents of town for a vote on policy change.   
Sharon Flanagan had concerns about residents parking on street at the end of Cross St. as it made 
it difficult to enter the street.   
Sheryl Castbury asked for clarification of weight limits for roads to move truck traffic from Cross 
St.  Caler-Bell and Siebel explained that MDOT is responsible for weight restrictions and which 
are generally set for wear and tear or road ability when needed.      
 Chairman Falciani entertained a motion. Taylor Benzie motioned to approve the temporary 
request to make Central Street exit only for entrance onto Route 1 for a period of one year. 
Ratner seconded. No further discussion.  Motion passed 5-0-0. 
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10.  Bid Award:  Public Works 2018-19 Compact Wheel Loader 
 Rick Siebel, Director of Public Works was present to request review of a bid for a Compact Wheel 

Loader from Central Equipment Company that had exceeded the bid budget.  He recommending 
removing a snow blower from the Loader and adding instead a 5 year bumper to bumper 
warranty on the new vehicle making the total cost $71,895.  Caler-Bell added this would be a 
lease purchase.  Discussion on continuing use of a 2 sidewalk plows and a snow blower was held. 

 Chairman Falciani entertained a motion. Alison McKellar motioned to accept Siebel’s 
recommendation for the Compact Loader bid and to include a warranty option minus the 
snow blower originally bid.  Benzie seconded.   No discussion.  Motion passed 5-0-0. 

 
11.  Discussion on Opera House Gutter & Roof Repairs  
 Dave Morrison provided a summary of repairs from Coastal Copper & Slate for work to the 

Camden Opera House building that were necessary due to leaky gutters and the architectural 
construction of the brick building.  Following an inspection of the old galvanized gutters that were 
installed in the 1990’s three scenarios were presented: 

 1.    Patch the gutter seams on the Washington Street side only – Quote $2600 
 2. Patch the gutter seams and holes on all three sides of the building – Quote $18,164 
 3. Replace the gutter system on all three sides of the building (includes removal and 

 replacement of 2 courses of the original slate shingles. 
 The addition of gutters and downspouts to the two Dormers on the Washington Street side of the 

building (includes snow fencing) - Quote $6,425.00 
 
 Any repairs to the brick work will need to be done by a mason.  Morrison also noted that repair to 

the building has difficult access on the side facing the next building on Elm street.  Morrison 
recommended that the gutters be replaced on all three sides in an effort to stop damage to the 
building from leaking that is occurring.  The total cost of the gutter project under consideration is 
$48,713.00. Ratner opened a lengthy discussion on the building construction. McKellar added that 
the Historic Resources Committee is available for assistance on this project and Chris Fasoldt, a 
member of the Historic Preservation Committee,    assisted with a visual check providing input on 
repair needs to the brick on the more difficult side of the building.   McKellar requested that 
Morrison and Fasoldt meet to discuss the masonry issues in order to determine necessary 
requirements to structure a bid.  A discussion was held on the physical characteristics of the 
building with relation to heat loss and masonry needs.   Lookner agreed an RFP is needed and 
suggested that a timeframe for the project be determined.  Falciani agreed that following the 
determination of a scope of work from Morrison an RFP would be the best route.   Caler-Bell 
added that a project that combines the gutter job and the masonry work would be best handled 
with the masonry being done through a sub-contract via the company that does the gutter repair 
if approved.  Additionally, Caler-Bell cautioned the scale of the project is new and funding would 
need to be set; she recommended the Select Board determine the issues that needed to be done as 
a priority so funding can be reviewed.   

 Morrison supported meeting with Fasoldt to determine a scope and to prioritize the repairs if 
possible.  McKellar opened discussion on authorizing funds for emergency repairs to the masonry 
and consensus of the Board was to wait until the larger solution is shaped at a future meeting 
before allocating funds. 

 
 Falciani opened the podium for comments from the public.  
  
 Geoff Scott asked that the scope allow for better defined gutter repairs with regard to the flashing 

work. 
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 Brian Robinson stated that the project had intersecting issues and that it was critical repairs not 
change the building façade noting that what the building is used for today is not the design it was 
built for and that it is an historical town building.  He requested that a comprehensive view e 
undertaken to include the science of the preservation to go in the best direction and that a review 
of the current insulation be considered as it was a need discussed in the past.  

 Caler-Bell cautioned that the gutter job, even if done to all three sides and the additional dormer 
repair, is not a guaranteed fix for water intrusion into the building but it is work recommended 
due to the state of the current gutters.   

 General consensus of the Board was to allow Morrison the opportunity to meet with Fasoldt to 
review   the   gutter repair for all three sides of the building, and recommend repairs on the status 
of the masonry which will be considered as side bids for the RFP.  After review with Caler-Bell, 
Morrison will return to a future meeting of the Select Board with results.  

 
 12.   Request to authorize funding for Snow Bowl Maintenance Project: 

 Beth Ward, Director of the Snow Bowl and Holly Edwards, Snow Bowl provided a summary of the 
plans to date for the 25th Annual Windjammer Weekend.  Edwards informed the Board that the 
weekend will have a two day schedule this year as there are not events scheduled for Sunday.  
Edwards provided a rundown of the proposed schedule which includes fireworks on Friday night 
and a closing Harbor Master Dance Party on Saturday night.  The Camden Festival.com website is 
no longer active; visitors will be redirected to the Camden Snow Bowl website which contains all 
the information for the event.  Edwards requested closure of the Public Landing from August 29th 
until 12 pm on Sunday, September 2nd (Sunday is for clean up only).  McKellar inquired if 
Edwards or Ward had considered working with the Waste Watch Committee (WWC) to work on 
improving recycling for the event.  A brief discussion regarding the opportunity for a booth for 
the WWC to promote their programming was held.    

 The Board agreed by consensus that the vote on the event could not take place as it was 
not on the current agenda.   Ward and Edwards will ask to be placed on the agenda for July 
24th meeting and return.  McKellar was not agreeable to postponing the vote until the 24th.  

 
 Edwards requested that the Select Board approve a recommendation that a towable trailer be 

purchased for use at town events such as the Windjammer Festival and the National Toboggan 
Championship weekends.  In the past the events have “borrowed” or been loaned sheds and 
trailers for ticket sales and other uses.  Edwards and Ward have priced a new Hallmark   
Concession Trailer that will be customized to their needs and include a window and an awning.    
The trailer will be stored at the Snow Bowl and available for other town events through Ward.  
Falciani asked Caler-Bell to confirm that the funds for purchase were available.  Caler-Bell 
confirmed that they were.  

 Falciani entertained a motion.  Marc Ratner motioned to approve the purchase of a new 
concession trailer.  Lookner seconded.  Discussion followed on an additional cost to add a 
custom window for ticket sales to the trailer which added approx $1500 to the overall cost 
which was quoted at $2993.25.  Edwards stated that the total cost of the trailer would be 
closer to $4500.00.  Marc Ratner amended his motion to allow a purchase price of up to 
$4500.00 which will include the custom window.  Lookner second stood.  No further 
discussion.  Motion passed 4-1-0 (McKellar opposed)  

 
13.  Presentation by Watershed School on Global Covenant of Mayors Project:  
 Janet McMahon, Instructor of the Global Climate Change class at the Watershed School and Alex 

Facq, a student of the Watershed School provided an informative Power Point presentation on the 
work done to date on the partnership program between the Town of Camden and the Watershed 
School to develop a program of environmental goals for the Town as members of the Compact of 
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Mayors (CofM).  A group of ten students worked during the last 6-8 weeks of the school year on 
the greenhouse gas inventory within the town.  The group has worked with the Energy 
Committee and many other town departments, local schools, and businesses within the State to 
gather information for the project.    McMahon stated that Camden was the first Town to sign onto 
the CofM in the country to be working under a student led model and the group may provide 
assistance to other towns that may be considering undertaking this commitment.  Facq explained 
that the recent Comprehensive Plan was used to gather data for the study and it was noted that 
the   recent statistics available for the study were completed in 2016.  Facq provided summary 
information of the preliminary results and noted that over 70% of the homes in Camden are over 
70 years old and make a marked impression on fuel usage.   

  McMahon requested that the Select Board finance the annual fee for the technical support 
program that works in conjunction with the ICLEI computer program.  Access to the program will 
allow all the different areas of the study to be utilized and allow better interpretation of collected 
data.  This cost was not well represented at the initial commitment to the program but is an 
integral piece of the analysis work that will assist the students over the entire process.   The cost 
for the support is $600/year and McMahon recommends obtaining the program in mid 
September after the school year begins. McKellar suggested that a Town employee or Select 
Board member be designated as a liaison to the group to help them navigate information 
requests. A brief discussion on the sharing of information from the computer program was held 
and McMahon explained the group was provided extra months to finish the first level by next 
spring and that Alex Facq may consider additional work on the study for his Senior Service 
Project.  McMahon and Facq acknowledged this would be possible on some level and would be 
important as the long term agreement would require an update every three years going forward 
after the goals are set.    Ratner, Benzie and Lookner were all appreciative of the efforts and 
undertaking of the program by the school and students.   

 A unanimous consensus of the Board was to request Caler-Bell determine the best source 
of funding to pay for the technical support service for the ICLEI computer program.   
  

14.  Approval of funding for Repairs to Snow Bowl: 
 Jeff Senders was present to discuss his report findings in erosion on Ragged Mountain.  Senders 

and Jeremy Martin met with Representative Dawn Hallowell of the DEP to review the current 
status of the mountain with regard to erosion and trail work.  Senders and Martin represented 
that the after reviewing several areas of the site and streams Hallowell was pleased with the 
management that has occurred since the more significant erosion event on the mountain which 
has challenging conditions.   

 The consensus on the most recent erosion at a water bar on the Nor Easter Trail was to proceed 
with a cost estimate by Jeff Senders to work with erosion control materials such as bark mulch for 
stabilization of the site.  Martin also recommends that information continue to be gathered on any 
additional work prior to a funding request.  Senders determined that additional review of the 
streams is an important step and will seek further assistance from the DEP.  Permitting may be 
needed but that is not known at this time.  Martin and Senders agreed that getting material and 
machinery on the mountain is also a challenge.  A brief discussion on the DEP response to the 
progression of the boat launch construction was held.    It was also noted that there has been no 
algae reports to date noted in the area.   

 A brief conversation on the oversight of Shirt Tail Point was held and Martin expressed concerns 
on determining the best process for assisting the area with erosion where people using the park 
enter the water.  It was noted that it is a large drop off from the lawn.  Martin will review and 
address these issues in the near future. 
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15.    Scheduling Workshops/Meeting for:  
I. Rte 1 North Workshop:  This meeting will be scheduled for July 23, 208 at 4:00 pm in the 

WSCR. 
 

II. Meeting w/ MDOT - Rte 1 North – This meeting scheduling was recommended to be deferred 
by Chairman Falciani.  A consensus to defer was met.   
 

III. Committee Work Plan Review/Select Board Committee Assignment:  This meeting is 
scheduled for July 17th at 9 am.   

 
IV. Select Board Goals:  This meeting is scheduled for August 15th at 4:00 pm. 
 
V. Update of the Capital Plan:  This meeting is scheduled for September 10th at 4:00 pm. 
 

VI. Joint Meetings with School Board, Library Board of Trustees, and Rockport Select Board:   
Caler-Bell will reach out to check on dates with these groups.  
 

VII. Conservation Commission:  This group will be invited to meet on July 24th at 4 pm.  Marc 
Ratner will confirm.   

  
16.     Select Board Reports:   
 A brief discussion on the make-up of these presentations was held.  It was agreed in general 

that these reports may include “word on the street” type updates and other generalities about 
the Town.  Committee information may continue to be shared, but it will not be the focus.   

 McKellar reported that there are many fish in the harbor and she suggested people take time to 
go and see them – especially at night.  The Pogies have returned to Camden Harbor!   

  
Manager’s Report:   
 Caler-Bell updated the Select Board on the current status of the North East Mobile Ambulance 

(NEM) contract which was to start on July 1, 2018.  There is an issue with language being 
presented by NEM and they are looking for a technical amendment and have chosen not to sign 
the contract until it is addressed.  A two month addendum has been signed for the current 
contract allowing all services to continue.    The Committee will be regrouped to work on the 
pending contract request.    

 
POINT OF ORDER: 
 Marc Ratner noted that a change was needed regarding the Hoxbill conditional Victualer 

license vote noting that the conditional 60 day extension needs to begin from the date of 
expiration.   Caler-Bell made note of the request.   

 
ADJOURN 

Chairman Falciani entertained a motion to adjourn at 9:57 pm.  Jenna Lookner motioned to 
adjourn   the Select Board meeting as there was no further business before the Board. Benzie 
seconded.  No Discussion. Motion passed 5-0-0. 

  
Respectfully Submitted,  
 
 
Beth Kwiatkowski 
Recording Secretary 


